
On the side or the back
see Section 07

1x ≤ 10cm2

1x ≤ 10cm2

As retail trade

As retail trade

1x ≤ 30cm2

As retail 
trade

1x ≤ 30cm2

All General Principles apply unless expressly mentioned otherwise hereafter (in particular in relation to size, frequency or location). Please refer to the “Identifications on NOC 
Team Apparel Practical Guidelines”, and General Guidelines (released Summer 2023) to obtain the general principles of Authorised Identifications on NOC uniforms at the 
Olympic Games. This section provides visual illustrations regarding the placement and size of Sport Specific Implementation for any items. 
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The athlete illustration is for illustrative purposes only. If no identification is mentioned, there is no IF specific regulation.

 Precise identification

 Floating identification

Sport-specific 
Guidelines

IFSC — Climbing

SubmiSSion ProCeSS
The IOC has set up a new tool for items to be reviewed 
and offer assistance. The new Uniform Submission tool 
is now live on RELAY, where uniforms can be submit-
ted to the IOC for review.
If you are an NOC who does not have access to RELAY 
and needs access to submit the uniforms, please 
email nocnet@olympic.org
It is mandatory to submit the design of the competi-
tion uniform for the IFSC review in compliance with 
Section 7. It is highly encouraged NOCs to submit 
sport equipment to minimise any possible Games-
time issues. Once a submission has been made 
through the IOC’s online submission tool, NOCs 
will be notified of the “reviewed” or “non-compliant” 
status of their submitted items.
Before the competition, the competition uniform and 
sport equipment items will undergo a mandatory 
check by the IFSC.

01 Athlete Front
Identification of the Manufacturer
Clothing
 • T-shirt/Singlet | Pants/¾ pants/Long pants/Short 

pants 
One Identification of the Manufacturer [ ]  
per item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 
30cm2.

Sport Equipment
 • Harnesses | Chalk bag (included its belt) | Helmet 

May carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as 
generally used on products sold through the retail 
trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to 
the Games.

Accessories
 • Socks  

One Identification of the Manufacturer will be 
permitted, to a maximum size of 10cm².

 • Eyewear  
May carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as 
generally used on products sold through the retail 
trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to 

the Games, with the Identifications permitted on the 
lenses so long as such identifications are tone-on-
tone, engraved into the lens, and is not deemed as 
conspicuous by the IOC.

 • Bag  
One Identification of the Manufacturer per item will 
be permitted, not greater than 10% of the surface 
area of the item, to a maximum size of 60cm².

 • Hat  
One Identification of the Manufacturer will be per-
mitted per item, to a maximum size of 10cm2 or two 
Identifications of the Manufacturer, to a maximum 
size of 5cm2 each, placed above each ear.

 • Liquid chalk, Towel  
This item must remain unbranded.

 • Forearm compression band | Binoculars | Cleaning 
or protection accessories (such as socks to cover 
the climbing shoes, water spray bottle for hands, 
fans to dry hands) 
One Identification of the Manufacturer will be 
permitted, to a maximum size of 6cm2.

Shoes/Footwear
 • Shoes/ Climbing Shoes 

All footwear items may carry the Identification of 
the Manufacturer as generally used on products 
sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 
months or more prior to the Games.

Product Technology Identification
Clothing
 • T-shirt/Singlet | Pants/¾ pants/ 

Long pants/Short pants 
One additional Product Technology Identification [

] will be permitted per clothing item, to a maxi-
mum size of 10cm2.

NOC Emblem and National Identity
Additional IF Specifications
Section 07 
NOC Emblems and National Identity
Competitors and Team Officials representing their 
NOCs at official ceremonies and meetings (including 
interviews, and press conferences staged by the 
IFSC or OCOG) shall wear: a distinctive team uniform, 
which shall include a long-sleeved top bearing:
A.the name of the country or its official IOC three- 

letter code; and
B.(optionally) the logo of the NOC; and

C.(optionally) a representation of the relevant national 
flag.

Competitors representing their NOCs shall, when 
climbing, wear a distinctive team uniform:
A.which shall include a uniform top (which may be 

either long or short sleeved) in the national sporting 
colours or of similarly distinct design/colours. Such 
tops shall also bear:
1.the logo of the NOC; and
2.a representation of the national flag; and
3.on the rear or side of the top in a contrasting 

colour [ ], the name of the country or its official 
IOC three-letter code.

B.the design of the team uniform may be different 
for Male and Female competitors. The colour of 
the team uniform must be the same for Male and 
female competitors.
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https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Identifications-NOC-Team-Apparel-Guidelines-Paris-2024.pdf?_ga=2.102076481.1950859254.1679899789-1719040756.1626420734
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Identifications-NOC-Team-Apparel-Guidelines-Paris-2024.pdf?_ga=2.102076481.1950859254.1679899789-1719040756.1626420734
https://indd.adobe.com/view/9b00602f-02fa-4192-a39b-c144d2674f51
https://login.microsoftonline.com/506d4541-f9c2-40c2-a103-1aa4736de230/saml2?SAMLRequest=fZJLT8MwEIT%2FSuR7Ysd5QK2mUqEHKvGoaOHABTmu21pyvMHrAP33JC2PcoCLL579ZmfsMcrGtmLahZ271y%2BdxhC9N9ahOFxUpPNOgESDwslGowhKLKc314InTLQeAiiwJJoiah8MuEtw2DXaL7V%2FNUo%2F3F9XZBdCi4JSr63cJ2D3TWtUAn5LlztT12B12CWIQAcwp4u75YpEs34T4%2BTA%2FCFY2BqXNEZ5QNgEcNY4nShoaMHKdV7kabwZKR7nrD9kyrI4lTI%2Fy8q15hmjQyROovmsIs8py%2FNipLK11KrY1GdlNkqLmp8zVZaM8UGG2Om5wyBdqAhnPIt7ID9fsZHguWDpE4kWnw1cGLc2bvt%2FXfVRhOJqtVrEx5iP2uMhYi8gk%2FGwoTgY%2B5Nn%2BB8rv7onk7%2Bbxu%2Bmx%2FTE5OjYitueOp8twBq1j6bWwtul1zLoiqSETo4jv3%2FJ5AM%3D&RelayState=https%3A%2F%2Frelay.olympic.org%2Flogin.aspx%3FReturnUrl%3D%252f%253fsection%253d378551
mailto:nocnet%40olympic.org?subject=


All General Principles apply unless expressly mentioned otherwise hereafter (in particular in relation to size, frequency or location). Please refer to the “Identifications on NOC 
Team Apparel Practical Guidelines”, and General Guidelines (released Summer 2023) to obtain the general principles of Authorised Identifications on NOC uniforms at the 
Olympic Games. This section provides visual illustrations regarding the placement and size of Sport Specific Implementation for any items. 

The athlete illustration is for illustrative purposes only. If no identification is mentioned, there is no IF specific regulation.

 Precise identification

 Floating identification

Sport-specific 
Guidelines
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NAME

NOC
see Section 07

provided by OGOC
see Section 05
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02 Athlete bACk
NOC Emblem and National Identity
Additional IF Specifications
Section 05 
Third Party Identifications (athlete names)
An official starting alphanumeric bib provided by the 
competition organiser shall be displayed prominently 
on the back of the top. The size of the bib is A5 format 
with landscape orientation.
The organising committee may provide additional 
starting number bibs to be placed on the competitor’s 
trouser leg.

Section 07 
NOC Emblems and National Identity
Competitors and Team Officials representing their 
NOCs at official ceremonies and meetings (including 
interviews, and press conferences staged by the 
IFSC or OCOG) shall wear: a distinctive team uniform, 
which shall include a long-sleeved top bearing:
D.the name of the country or its official IOC three-let-

ter code; and
E.(optionally) the logo of the NOC; and
F.(optionally) a representation of the relevant national 

flag.
Competitors representing their NOCs shall, when 
climbing, wear a distinctive team uniform:
A.which shall include a uniform top (which may be 

either long or short sleeved) in the national sporting 
colours or of similarly distinct design/colours. Such 
tops shall also bear:
1.the logo of the NOC; and
2.a representation of the national flag; and
3.on the rear or side of the top in a contrasting 

colour [ ], the name of the country or its official 
IOC three-letter code.

B.the design of the team uniform may be different 
for Male and Female competitors. The colour of 
the team uniform must be the same for Male and 
female competitors.
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https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Identifications-NOC-Team-Apparel-Guidelines-Paris-2024.pdf?_ga=2.102076481.1950859254.1679899789-1719040756.1626420734
https://stillmed.olympics.com/media/Documents/Olympic-Games/Paris-2024/Identifications-NOC-Team-Apparel-Guidelines-Paris-2024.pdf?_ga=2.102076481.1950859254.1679899789-1719040756.1626420734
https://indd.adobe.com/view/9b00602f-02fa-4192-a39b-c144d2674f51

